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®

Stonclad is a family of seamless, sustainable high performance epoxy 
and polyurethane floor systems offering outstanding impact and  
abrasion resistant qualities, in addition to excellent chemical resistance. 

Stonclad® GS
 General service epoxy system.

Stonclad® GR
 General service epoxy mortar system that utilizes 25% recycled glass  
in the mortar mix providing the same chemical, impact and abrasion  
resistant floor as Stonclad GS while also honoring the environment. 

Stonclad® G2
Sustainable, polyurethane mortar system that utilizes recycled glass  
and plant based resins. Formulated for food environments to withstand 
thermal shock and cycling. 

Stonclad® HT*
Advanced epoxy formulation for superior chemical resistance.

Stonclad® NM
Novolac troweled polyurethane mortar system that has exceptional  
chemical resistance to solvents, alcohols and inorganic acids. Formulated  
for highly corrosive environments.

Stonclad® UL
Self leveling, polyurethane mortar system that is chemical, impact  
and abrasion resistant, designed for food environments.

Stonclad® UR
Troweled polyurethane mortar system that is chemical, impact and  
abrasion resistant and withstands the high temperatures found in food 
and beverage facilities. Can be installed quickly.

Stonclad® UT
 Troweled polyurethane textured mortar system withstands repeated 
thermal shock and thermal cycling.

Stonclad® ESD
 Conductive and spark-proof epoxy floor. Stonclad ESD is an excellent 
choice for military and aerospace applications.

Stonclad UT can be applied using different textures for varying degrees of slip  
resistance. Some texture selections are offered in Steel Gray and Brick Red  
colors only. Not available in Silver Gray.

*U.S. Patent 4,980,400

Color matching available with additional lead time, minimum order requirements  
and a slight premium. Color reproductions are as accurate as modern photography  
and quality printing methods can produce. For actual color, see flooring sample.

        Indicates recycled glass in formulation. Ask your Stonhard representative 
        about Stonhard’s commitment to a healthier planet.
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All samples shown are coated. Stonhard coatings include high solids 
and solvent-based epoxies and urethanes. All coatings are available 
in the colors shown here in addition to Clear, Black and OSHA 
Safety Yellow. Urethane coatings are also available in White.


